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Marissa's Guide to Writing a Graphic Novel: Part IV Namely â€“ the entirely bizarre things that we authors sometimes
have to research. The .

Until I went totally stir crazy, at least. Have fun with it. Han Solo was my first fictional crush. Then you can
breathe deeply and look forward to filling in those plot holes come December. Read a lot. At first, after Cinder
had just released, I felt weird answering this question. At the same time, who knows? Ending the series was
very bittersweet. Use critique partners and listen closely to their feedback. That might be a few extra months,
or it might be a few extra years, but it will not be wasted time. It's the place where I experiment. I was really,
really excited about that. Undoubtedly this woman meant well â€” and there is, of course, some truth to her
words. I feel lucky every day that I get to do this for a living. Hint: the scene is pretty much a face-off between
Cinder and Levana, in which Cinder makes a decision that has some pretty dire consequences. The
Seattle-area writer that wrote the most wordsâ€¦ could potentially win a walk-on role in Star Trek. During his
first NaNoWriMo in , Howey set a goal of 60, to 70, words and finished the month exactly in the middle, with
65, Dun dun dun. Cue the existential crisis. Stop making them. But I'd argue if you get better at writing by
doing, then you get better much faster by writing fan fiction. Follow your dreams! The thing about rules and
tips and advice is that you can choose to ignore them. I also liked the idea of combining many different
cultures and nationalities into one country, which is why I chose to condense all of Earth down into just six
countries.


